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After extensive mathematical modeling, scientist declares "Earth is F**ked" - American Geophyiscal Union 
conference going on in San Francisco (2012)
"What happens is not too surprising: the economy very fast chews up the environmental resources, depletes 
those reservoirs, resulting in a significant amount of environmental damage," Werner said during his talk. He 
is still finishing up the model, so no details on the inputs and the final simulations are available. Still, I asked 
him afterward to clarify if his model had answered his baseline question. Is Earth fucked? "More or less," he 
said.
Capitalist society moves too quickly, and our connections to each other and the world have become too 
superficial, to avoid destroying the world. But resistance movements – Werner cited the Arab Spring and 
Occupy movements as recent examples – could disrupt our otherwise inevitable course of enviro-destruction. 
That's a hard proposition to gather evidence for scientifically, but Werner didn't seem to mind. The abstract for 
Werner's invited talk at the AGU went even farther, stating that the an important solution is "Environmental 
direct action, resistance taken from outside the dominant culture, as in protests, blockades and sabotage by 
indigenous peoples, workers, anarchists and other activist groups."



  

 



  

     Groningen & Gas



  



  



  



  



  

         We take action for:
Just compensation for damages and the end of gas extraction
    - The Dutch government must finally put the interest of people who suffer from the gas extraction first;
    - The natural gas extraction in Groningen must stops sooner;
    - The NAM, Shell and Exxon must pay fairly for the damages that they caused and take care of strengthening of houses and 
public buildings;
    - The mining law cannot be changed such that the NAM, Shell and Exxon can escape from their responsibility for compensating 
mining damages;True sustainable energy
    - Drastic measures are taken to stop the use of natural gas;
    - Sustainable choices are made instead of natural gas from Russia, extraction from smaller gas fields and fracking;
    - Citizens and users should have the power over energy instead of private businesses;A fair transition
    - Investments are made in sustainable energy and jobs in the region;
    - A just transition fund for people who lose their job when the fossil fuel industry comes to an end;
    - Low and middle income groups do not have to bear the costs of the transition, but large businesses and high income groups 
can;A just world
    - A fair and sustainable economy that respects all life on our planet;
    - The Netherlands acknowledges its historical ecological debt and pays a fair contribution in stopping climate change and 
climate injustice.



  

           Code Rood 2017



  

           Horizontal Organizing

-  Action Conferences
- Working Groups ↔ Coordination 
Platform (CoPla)
- Consensus Decision-Making



  

            Part of int. Movement
- 30.5-3.6 – Climate Camp + Games (Austria)
- 31.5 3.6 - Beyond Coal and Gas Jamboree 
Queensland’(Australia)
- 16.6 Mobilization against Nuclear Industry – Bure, 
France
- 18-22.7 – Climate Camp (Posnan, Poland)
Entire July – Month of Resistance against Fracking in 
UK
-28.6-1.7  Limity Jsme My (Czech Republic)
- 28.7-5.8 Klimacamp and Degrowth Summer School 
near Leipzig
- 3.8-14.8 Climate Camp & Games (Basel, SW)
- 13.8-19.8 Climate Camp – Rheinland (with bike-tour 
to Code Rood)
- 24.8-31.8 CODE ROOD GRONINGEN
- October – Start of cutting season resistance 
Hambach Forst
- 25-29.10 – Ende Gelände supports Hambach Forst – 
Open Pit Mines



  

   Code Rood 2018
- Climate Camp 24-31 August
- Workshops, Discussions, Lectures, Trainings & Cultural Program
- (legal) demonstration & mass civil disobedience 28th August
- Bike Tour from UK (+various other places?), possible to join 
from Utrecht 21st August → cycle2coderood@riseup.net



  

   



  

               Gronings Ontzet  
28 August
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   Action Consensus
Our action offers different levels of engagement. Everyone that wants to take part is welcome to do so in a way that 
suits them. Personal experience with similar protests is not required to take part. [...]
We come from different places: Groningen, the rest of the Netherlands, and beyond. Together we are responsable for 
the success of this action. During the action we support each others welfare. We block and occupy with our bodies 
and we will not damage machines or infrastructure. If necessary we will move past or through obstacles from the 
police or the NAM. Our action will communicate an image of diversity, creativity and openness. The safety of the 
people taking action, workers and bystanders in the action zone are our highest priority. We will not enter terrain 
that is life threatening dangerous. We are thoroughly prepared for a safe execution of our blockade, among others 
by following trainings prior to the action. We will inform ourselves extensively about the safety rules in the action 
zone that are associated with the presence of fossil fuels. [...]
During the action we will behave in a calm and cool-headed way. Escalation will not be provoked by us and we will 
not react in an escalating way when we are provoked. Our action is not aimmed agains workers or the police. Our 
actions are aimed against the policy of the fossil fuel industry, in particular the NAM, Exxon, Shell and the 
government. [..]



  

        Get Involved! 
- Sign up for an Action Training! 
    - 7th of July in Delfzijl
    - 8th of July in Amsterdam
    - more to come
- Come to the Action Conferences
- Join a Working Group
- Help out with various tasks (e.g. translation)
- Spread promo material
- Organize your own info event



  

         Further Questions?

https://code-rood.org/index.php/nl/doneer/
Donations needed - >  NL55 TRIO 0338 6023 80

  t.n.v. Steungroep NVDA

https://code-rood.org/index.php/nl/doneer/
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